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For fans of The Black Dagger Brotherhood, 50 Shades, and Twilight comes a controversial adult

tale of alpha vampire warriors who do not sparkle, claiming what is theirs for the survival of their

species.From the New York Times bestselling author of A Terrible Love, comes the

Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦  #1 Erotic Horror Bestselling series.Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Praise for

BLED:"... Druid Breeders series had everything I desired in books, alpha males, lots of action,

steamy scene... die hard characters, that I fell completely in love with, and a plot that completely

kept me at the edge of my seat the whole way through the series." - Crystal R. "Crystal R.""... Book

2... just awesome! Seriously can't seem to put these novellas down until I've gone from start to

finish! Marata Eros is an amazing writer who can make a novella series into one hell of a saga!" -

Skylar Griffin "... I never thought I would read this type of book but I read Ms. Eros "A Terrible Love"

romance novel, and loved it so I started on the Druid/Breeder series and am hooked!! This series is

very steamy and I love the story lines with the mysterious and handsome hunka hunka vampires!!" -

Annie B. "love books"Blurb:When Rachel is taken by Zach of the rogue she is determined to resist

him. But her unique Druid biology controls her and she slips perilously close to succumbing.Cole

searches for the one Druid that can make his life complete. While his comrade Nathan, in a heroic

maneuver to help him, suffers at the hands of their sadistic ruler, Alexander.While searching for

Cole, Nathan discovers another Druid in the wrong place at the wrong time. Could she be the

catalyst that brings two enemies together?Is Holly more than she seems?Novella length: 68

pages/17,000 words.
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Oddly, I actually liked the first 3 books. They're all free. But I won't be buying the rest of the series. I

say oddly because they're very very dark sexually speaking, which is clearly warned about at the

beginning so I am not complaining. They are well written, the characters are interesting, even

though sometimes they use the same words to describe something, which should be more of a

personality thing (you'll understand when you see them), and it keeps you on the edge of your seat.

However, I am extremely turned off by being so mislead by the number of pages. We are lead to

believe that these are full length novels, at least after the first one, unless I missed something. But

they're not, they're short reads, novellas. The first 3 books could have been combined into one. But

instead he author has split it up and added a second, what seems to be a full length book at the end

of each. I didn't read any of them so I can't comment on the quality of those. While some people

may like that, I do not. Especially when it is not even mentioned in the description. What is the point

of having 10 or so books in a series when each is only 80ish pages long, other than greed, or

maybe lack of writing skills, but the author is plenty talented so thats clearly not the case. I would

rate much much higher if these books were combined into a 3 or 4 book series of full-length novels,

rather than 10, or whatever it is, novellas. I'm really rather frustrated because I do want to know

what happens, but I refuse to by another many books to find out, reading only 80 or so pages each.

Could have been a very dark, but great series, but this completely ruined it. It caused me to drop

from 5 stars to 2, if that tells you anything.

I am really enjoying this series so far. This is book #2 and we not only get Rachel's POV in this

story; but also Cole's. Rachel is still being held captive by the Rogue vampire, Zach who is after her

Druid blood just like all of the other vampires. Cole is on the journey trying to find Rachel, because

in his opinion, Rachel is his; and he wants no one else to have her. This installment introduces us to

a new Druid named: Holly. She is an innocent, as well as only nineteen years old. There are some

facts that are revealed about her, and Zach gets a huge surprise when he comes face to face with



Holly!Even though this is a short story, there is a lot going on from beginning to end. The author

does a great job of having plenty of reveals without it being an information dump for the reader. The

fight scenes are very graphic and full of action, I was cringing at some of the gross descriptions; but

the scenes were extremely well written.Once again, Marata Eros delivers an action packed story full

of excitement and surprises. I am fully engaged in this wonderful series and I can't wait to see what

happens next in this interesting world!

I read the first novella in this series and was hooked. This installment brought it and more. This

novella was filled with action and romance. The reader is also able to see the story from various

POVs to round the story out. This continuation ends in a another cliff hanger making the reader

want to know what's coming next. I found the pacing to be quick and exciting. The introduction of a

couple of new characters adds new possibilities and fun. If you loved Reapers then you won't be

disappointed. I would recommend this book to others. Definitely read Reapers as this builds on that

story-line. Cole and Rachel along with the introduction of Zack and Holly creates tension and desire.

good as always

I really like the first two books in the series. My only complaint against them was they were to short.

More like Novella than novel. I thought the first was so short because it was a .99 cent teaser so I

bought the second thinking it would be longer it wasn't, in fact it was shorter. Good books but the

trilogy would be about right for a book.

I continued reading the series because I got them for free and I was hoping we could see more

depth in the characters in the second book. I felt confused when reading this as it was swapping

between characters too much, i wished that there really had been a knight is shining armour to look

after her. Maybe a human? fighting to find her agaisnt all odds?

Enjoyed reading the different stories. I like how i can read book one of different series the eere

wriiten by her.

This installment has a great plot we follow on from the first book Reapers, Rachel is still in trouble

but also being looked after and the new introduction of Holly is a wonderful twist, but I wont tell you

why.All up this series is an enjoyable read and so quick that it keeps you on the edge of your seat



wanting more.Another HOTT!!! Cover
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